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the series' principal protagonist is john connor, a man who has abandoned the military life and taken up
a life of domesticity in defiance of the hardline views of his late father, john sr. and friend kyle reese,

who both fought the machines. after a bloody battle with t-x, t-888, a type of terminator that is far more
aggressive than previous models, john ends up learning that the long-dead kyle, having been deemed
more useful alive, is with sarah and plans to give her the new designation of "mother." the series also

features james cameron's son, liam, as a cyborg assassin, lucy, and her father, kyle reese, both of whom
had roles in the first two installments. other terminator characters include t-x, the terminator model that

was sent back in time to 1997 to act as a protector of sarah connor, and t-1000, a more robotic t-800
terminator. all of the characters come together for a climactic showdown in 2018. the series, which is

somewhat similar to the movie in that it also features time travel, starts with a girl, sarah connor, who is
a research scientist at the fictional mount weather command in 1984. when a machine sent back from

2029, a terminator, kills her father, john sr., she raises his son, john, to be a resistance leader. the series
picks up with the events of the judgment day, when machines, led by skynet, destroy most of the earth.
after john's mother, linda, is killed, john escapes with his brother, brian, and sister-in-law, linda's sister,
mary. as they trek across the country, they meet a loving couple, kevin and vicki, who offer to help john

and brian hide at their rural farm in their remote state. there, john is adopted by the family and given
the name "john connor," and he spends the next six years living a relatively normal life. meanwhile, john

learns that his father, who has been sent back to fight skynet in 1984, has been shot and killed by
sarah's t-x terminator. john goes to sarah, now 25 years old, and promises to protect her and her unborn
son. by the time john finds his way back to 1984, the machines have taken over the world, and sarah is

now a hardened warrior.
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